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1. Introduction 
The concept of a pro-reflective subcategory was introduced by S. MardeSik in [22] 
as it is precisely for these subcategories that an inverse system approach to shape 
theory works. Similar ideas had been studied earlier by Grothendieck and Verdier 
[14] with a view to applications in the algebraic geometric part of topos theory. In 
[lo] the related concept of pro-epi-reflective subcategory was introduced.. The 
simplest example of such a subcategory would seem to be that of finite groups in 
the category of all groups. Classifications of pro-reflective and pro-epi-reflective 
subcategories thus give information not only on the classification of inverse system 
type shape theories but also on constructions imilar to the profinite completion of 
a group. A unified categorical approach to such a classification is clearly desirable. 
In [12] and [13] the topological case was investigated, giving information on pro- 
epi-reflective and pro-bi-reflective subcategories of a topological category (these 
may be thought of as results on pro-completions of ‘spaces’ with respect to 
particular subcategories). In [ 111, pro-reflective functors were studied. Experience 
from the study of reflective subcategories shows that factorization structures can aid 
greatly in this sort of classification problem, and in [30] an appropriate type of 
factorization f-r pro-reflective subcategories was introduced. Stramaccia [26] has 
observed that a full subcategory A of a category X is pro-reflective in A if and only 
if the corresponding pro-category pro-A is reflective in pro-X. This result is also a 
consequence of the Grothendieck-Verdier results mentioned earlier and gives a very 
clear description of what pro-reflectivity means. Tholen [29] has recently shown that 
a similar result holds in a mar? general context; his result also handles the multi- 
reflective subcategories of Diers (cf. [6], [7], [8], [9] and [25]). 
We note that pro-reflective subcategories have been called dense subcategories (in 
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accordance with the terminology of MardeSiC [22], 1231) in all the above papers. The 
link with multi-reflective subcategories indicated by Tholen suggests that the terms 
pro-reflective, pro-epi-reflective, etc., are perhaps more appropriate in this cate- 
gorical context. 
In this paper we continue the study of pro-reflective subcategories in the general 
context of categories admitting an (E, M)-factorization structure for (finite) sources. 
Ht is shown (Theorem 1.3) that a subcategory A of a category X with an (E, M)- 
factorization structure for finite sources, is pro-E-reflective in X if and only if it is 
closed under M-sources (i.e., if (mi : X-+XJ, is a finite M-source such that 
Xi e Ob A for each & I, then Xe Ob A). As easy consequences we obtain some of 
the results in [ll], [12] and [30]. 
It is also shown (Theorem 2.1) that in categories which admit an (E, M)-factori- 
zation structure for sources each pro-reflection can be factored into an E-reflection 
followed by a M-pro-reflection. A similar result for reflective subcategories i  in [2] 
and for multi-reflective subcategories in [25]. 
Finally it is shown (Theorem 3.2) that a subcategory is reflective if and only if 
it is both pro-reflective and multi-reflective. This result can be obtained from 
Theorem 22 of [3]. As a consequence a characterization of E-reflective subcategories 
of a category admitting an (E, M)-factorization structure for sources is given 
(Corollary 3.3). 
1. Characterizations of pro-E-reflective subcategories 
We recall some definitions and notation. All undefined terminology is that of 
WI. 
Let X be a category. An X-source is a pair (X, (j&) where (fi : X+ &)I is a 
family of X-morphisms indexed by a class I which can be proper, improper or 
empty. 
Epi X will denote the class of all X-epimorphisms. 
Let E be a class of X-morphisms and let M a conglomerate of X-sources. An E- 
morphism (resp. M-source) is an X-morphism (resp. X-source) which belongs to E 
(resp. M). Mf will denote the class of all M-sources with finite index. 
A subcategory A is stable under M-sources if and only if an X-object X belongs 
to A whenever there exists an -source (mi : X -+ Yi)l with Yi E Ob A for each i E I. 
is a factorizatiw structure for sources in X ([ 161, [ 171, [20]) if and only if 
wing properties hold: 
(1) E and are closed under compositions with isomorphisms. 
(2) Every -source has an (E, )-factorization, i.e. for each X-source 
(fi : X + ?)I there exist an -morphism e: X -+ Y and an M-source (mi : Y+ Yi), 
each &I. 
-diagonalization property, i . e., whenever 
morphisms and (Y, (mi),) and (2, (fi),) are X-sources such thae e E 
and f; 0 e = mi 0 f for each i E I, then there exists a unique X-morphism d such that 
d 0 e =f and VI; 0 e =A for each i E I. 
1.1. Definition. (E, M) is said to be a factorization structure for finite sources in X 
if and only if E is a class of X-morphisms, M is a class of finite sources uch that 
the following properties hold: 
(0) EcEpi X. 
(1) E and M are closed under composition with isomorphisms. 
(2) Every finite X-source has an (E, M)-factorization. 
(3) X has the (E, M)-diagonalization property. 
(4) X is E-cowellpowered, i.e., for each X&b X there exists a representative s t 
(ei : X-+ Y)l of E-morphisms. 
If (E, M) is a factorization structure for sources, then EC Epi X ([ 191, [28]). Thus 
(E, Mf) is a factorization structure for finite sources provided X is E-cowell- 
powered. Moreover if (E, M) is a factorization structure for finite sources and X has 
products, then there is a unique extension (E, M’) to a factorization structure for 
sources ([U]). The following examples how that there exist (E, M)-factorization 
structures for finite sources which are not extendible to an (E, M’)-factorization 
structure for sources. 
Example (a) (H. Herrlich). Let X t: a bounded lattice which is not complete. If E 
is the set of all X-morphisms and if M is the class of all finite sources (X-+X,), 
with X= Inf{Xi : i E I}, then (E, M) is a factorization structure for finite sources in 
X which is not extendible to an (Et M’)-factorization structure for sources. 
Example (b) (R.-E. Hoffmann). Let Haus be the category of all Hausdorff spaces. 
The class E of all dense maps induces a factorization structure for sources in Haus. 
Since finite products of countable sets are countable, this factorization structure can 
be restricted to an (E, M)-factorization structure for finite sources in the full sub- 
category X consisting of all countable Hausdorff spaces. Let C be the (uncountable) 
Cantor discontinuum which is a countable power of a two point discrete space D. 
The subspace R of rational points of C is countable and dense in C. The family of 
projections (p,, : C--Q& induces, by restriction to RC C, a source (fn : R-WV., in 
X. Suppose (E, M) induces an (E, M’)-factorization structure for sources in X and 
let (R --f+ X -f% & be an (E, M’)-factorization of (f,). By the diagonalization 
property for the category Haus there exists a morphism d : X-+C such that cz‘ 2 e = k 
(where k is the inclusion map R c C) and p,, 3 $= m, for each n E N. Since R is 
dense in C, so is dX. Thus Y = dXU { y} for some y E C - dX is also a countable 
dense subspace of C and we obtain a splitting 
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which shows that (m, : X-+D)u factors in X through a non-isomorphism d’~ E. 
This contradicts @QN EM’ by OS(a) of [20]. 
1.2. Definition. A subcategory A of a category X is said to be pro-reflective in X 
if and only if for each X-object X there exist an A-inverse system (A,P~,&), 
A #0, and a natural X-source (Q: X-+AA),, such that, for each A EOb A and X- 
morphism f: X-+A: 
(a) there exist 2 EA and an A-morphism fJ : AA -*A such that fA 0 rA =f, and 
(b) if gJ : AA --+A is an A-morphism such that gA 0 rA =f, then there exists A’zjZ 
such that fJ 0 pAAt = gA 0~~~~. 
Then (rA : X-+A,), is called an A-expansion or an A-pro-reflection of X. 
If E is a class of X-morphisms, then a pro-reflective subcategory A is said to be 
pro-E-reflective if and only if for each X-object X there exists an A-expansion 
(rl : X +A,), such that rA E E for each A e/i. 
If M is a conglomerate of sources, then a pro-reflective subcategory is said to be 
M-pro-reflective if and only if every X-object admits an A-expansion which belongs 
to M. 
We note that A-expansions are unique up to equivalences, i.e., if (rA : X *Al)A 
and (sr : X-A,), are two A-expansions of X, then there exists a (unique) (pro-A)- 
isomorphism (f,,, @) : (AA, pAAl, /I)+(A,,, qYYI, J’) such that fr 0 r4cr, = s,, for each 
y E I’. Here pro-A denotes the pro-category of the category A, i.e., the category whose 
objects are A-inverse systems and whose morphisms are equivalence classes of mor- 
phisms between inverse systems, where ( fv, @), (gY, ry) : (AA, part, /1)3(Ay, qyYt, I’) 
are equivalent if and only if appropriate weak pullbacks via projections exist for 
every index y E r [23 1. 
The following result has an analogue in the reflective case (161, [20]. 
1.3. ) is a factorization structure for finite sources in a category 
Y then for each full and isomorphism closed subcategory A of X the folio wing con- 
tions are equivalent: 
(0 is pro-E-reflective in 
(ii) is stable under (finite) -sources. 
roof. (i) * (ii). Let (mi : X*Ai)l be an -source with Ai E Ob for each i E I, and 
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let (Q : X-AA), be an -expansion of X. By 1.2(a), for each i E I there exist p.i f ./I 
and fi : Al, -+Ai such that fi OQ, = mi. Since I is finite, then there exists ;1 E/i 
with ,I L 1; for each ie I and J 0 pA,A 0 Q== mi for each i E I. Since gJ and 
(mi : X+Ai)l belongs to then, by 1.1(3) dl is an isomorphism and XE Ob A. 
(ii) =$ (i). Let (ei : X+A1),, be a representative set of all E-morphisms with 
domain X and codomain in A. Order (1 by A zA’ if and only if there exists a 
(necessarily unique) morphism pAAl : AA -+A with eA =pI1 oel. By (ii) this order is 
directed, i.e. (Ad, p IA’, A) is an A-inverse system. Obviously (en : X-+AA),,, is an A- 
pro-reflection of X. 
H. Herrhch remarked to me that condition (4) in Definition I. 1 can be deleted, 
provided we allow the indexing class /1 of an inverse system to be proper. In par- 
ticular 1.3 remains true in this slightly modified context. An example of a pro- 
reflective subcategory in this extended sense, which is not pro-reflective in the 
original sense, is the following: let Q be the class of all ordinals. Add a largest 
element 00. Take the inverse order (making 00 the smallest element of 
0’ = Q U { oo)), and consider this ordered class as a category X. The full subcategory 
A, whose objects are the elements of Q, has the desired properties. 
1.4. Corollary 130, Theorem 2.11. If (E, M) is a factorization structure for finite 
sources in X, then each class: of X-objects B has a pro-E-reflective hull L&(B), i.e., 
there exists a smallest pro-E-reflective full subcategory which contains 0 l D&3) 
consists of all X E Ob X admitting an M-source (mi : X +Ai)i* 
Proof. By 1.1 the class of M-sources is closed under composition. Then by (i) * (ii) 
of 1.3, D,(B) is pro-E-reflective. Furthermore, by (i)*(ii) of 1.3, D,(B) is the 
smallest pro-E-reflective (full) subcategory which contains B. 
1.5. Corollary [ 11, Theorem 2.11. Let (E, M) be a factorization structure for single 
morphisms in a finitely productive category X such that E c Epi X and X is E- 
co wellpowered. Then a (full) subcategory A of X is pro-E-reflective if and omy if 
it is closed under the formation of finite products and M-subobjects. 
Proof. Since X has finite products, (E, M) can be uniquely extended to a factoriza- 
tion structure (E, M’) for finite sources, where M’ consists of compositions of M- 
morphisms with finite products [17,1.1(2)]. 
Since a topological category (in the sense of Herrlich [ 151) has an (e.?i, embedding‘), 
a (quotient, mono), and a (bi, initial) factorization structure for single morphisms, 
we have the following: 
1.6. Corollary [ 111, [ 121. For a (full) subcategory A of a topological category ahe 
folio wing conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) A is pro-epi-reflective (resp. pro-quotient-reflective, pro-bi-reflective). 
(ii) A is closed under the formation of finite products and extremal mono- 
subobjects (resp. mono-subobjects, initial subobjects). 
For completeness we note that a subcategory A of a topological category X is pro- 
bi-reflective if and only if it is pro-epi-reflective and contains all indiscrete objects 
of x [12]. 
1.7. Examples. (a) Let A be one of the full subcategories of the category Top of all 
topological spaces whose objects are all pseudometrizable spaces, or all first coun- 
table spaces, or all second countable spaces, or all separable spaces. Then A is pro- 
bi-reflective in Top. The pro-bi-reflection of a space (X, 7) is obtained taking all 
topologies 7’ in X such that 7’s 7 and (X, 7’) E A. The corresponding subcategories 
T, A of all T0 -spaces in A are pro-epi-reflective in Top. The pro-epi-reflection of a 
space is obtained composing the To-reflection with the previous pro-bi-reflection. 
(b) Every class %’ of groups in the sense of Artin-Mazur [l, 531 is a pro-epi- 
reflective subcategory of the category Grp of all groups. Let x0 be the pointed 
homotopy category of all connected pointed CW-complexes. For each class of 
groups %‘, the full subcategory KUr, of -u/6 consisting of pointed CW-complexes 
whose homotopy groups are all in V is a pro-reflective subcategory of .JY~ [l, 
Theorem (3.4)]. 
(c) Let R be a ring; a group G is said to be R-nilpotent if it has a finite central 
series 
such that each quotient Gj/Gj+l admits an R-module structure [4]. R-nilpotent 
groups form a pro-epi-reflective subcategory of Grp. If R = 2 (Z-nilpotent groups 
are nilpotent groups in the usual sense), then a pro-epi-reflection of a group G is 
(rA : G --) G/r”G)n where {r’G ), is the lower central series of G ([4], [5]) and rA is 
the quotient map. If R =ZP, p prime, a pro-epi-reflection of a group G is 
(rA : G -+ GN’G)n where (r'G },, is the p-lower central series of G (141, [24]). 
A connected pointed CW-complex X is said to be an R-nilpotent space if the ac- 
tion of nlX on each niX is nilpotent and, niX is R-nilpotent for each i ~1 [4]. R- 
nilpotent spaces with only a finite number of non-trivial homotopy groups form a 
pro-reflective subcategory of the pointed homotopy category x0 of all connected 
pointed CW-complexes [4]. 
2. Factorization theorem 
The factorization theorems for reflective subcategories [2] and for multi-reflective 
subcategories [25] have the following parallel in the pro-reflective case: 
) is a factorization structure for sources in a category 
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is a pro-reflective subcategory of then there exists a full subcategory 
such that the following properties h 
is E-reflective in X. 
(3) A is M-pro-reflective in B. 
(4) If (rA : X -+ A&, is an A-expansion of an X-object X and (X ---% B 2 AA) , 
is an (E, M)-factorization of (rA : X -+A&, then e : X -+ B is the E-reflection of i 
in B and (m, : B + Ai), is the M-pro-refkction of B in A. 
Proof. Let B the full subcategory of X whose objects are all those B for which there 
exists an M-source (mi : X+ Y& with 5 E Ob A for each i E I. Hence B is the full 
E-reflective hull of A ([17, l.l(lO)], [21, 1.61). Since ACBCX, A is pro-reflective 
in B. Let B be a B-object and (rA : B+AA)A and A-expansion of B. Since BE Ob B 
there exists an M-source (mi : B +Ai)l with Ai E Ob A for each i E I. Therefore for 
each i E I there exist Ai E /I and J : AA, +Ai such that f 0 rL, = mi. Since (rJb, : B-+A& 
belongs to M [17,1.2(a)], then (1;3 : B-+A& EM [ 17,1.2(7)] and A is M-pro- 
reflective in B. 
To prove (4) let X be an X-object, (rl : X-+A&, an A-expansion of X with 
(E, M)-factorization (X -% BM,‘- AA)n, (mi : C-+Ai)l an M-source with A; E Ob A 
for each ic I, and f: X--+C an X-morphism. For each composition rn; 0 f thesre x- 
ist li E/I and J : A,i, +Ai with A 0 q, = m;of. Since ee:E and (mj:C-+Aj)lEM, 
there exists a necessarily unique IL-morphism d : B -+C such that 
commutes, for each ie I. Thus e : X-+B is the B-reflection of X. 
To prove that (B 2 A& is an A-expansion of B suppose that f: B -+A is an 
X-morphism with A ~0b A. Then for the composition foe there exist a A ~4 and 
an A-morphism fL : A* +A such that f oe=jA 0 rA =fA 0 rn;, 04. Since e is an 
epimorphism, f = fi 0 rnA and, if gl : AA +A is an A-morphism such that gE_ 0In;_ = f, 
then gE,omAoe=gAor~=foe and, by 1.2(b), there exists A’rA with gi’:piA*= 
f1 opAIt. Thus (rnA : B+A&, is an A-expansion of B in A. 
The problem of the existence of a factorization or’ a pro-reflection by means cf 
an epi-reflection followed by a pro-epi-reflection, even if the category X has an 
(E, M)-factorization structure for sources with M a conglomerate of mono-sources, 
is related to the following result: 
roposition. If A is an -pro-reflective subcategory of a category where 
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is a conglomerate of mono-sources, then A is pro-epi-reflective in X if and only 0’ 
each X-object X admits an A-expansion (rA : X-+ALJd such that paAl is an epimor- 
phism for each A s A’. 
Proof. If (rJ : X-AA),., is an A-expansion such that rJ E Epi X for each L wl, then 
for every A s A’ part 0 rAl =rJ and pAal, as second factor of an epimorphism, is an 
epimorphism. Conversely let (q : X+AJ)~ be an A-expansion such that 
pAAt EEpi X for all il s il’. Further let 2 be an element of /l, f, g : An + Y be two X- 
morphisms uch that forA = go rA and (sy : Y+A& be an A-expansion of Y such 
that (s& is a mono-source. Since, for each y M, syoforA =sYogor~ and 
(rA : X-+Al), is an A-expansion, then, for each y E r, there exists L,z il such that 
sy ofoylA, =sy “fopA,+ Since pA1, is an epimorphism for each y E r, sy of=+ og 
and therefore, since (s&~ is a mono-source, f = g. 
3. Pro-reflections and multi-reflections 
3.1. Definitions. (1) ([7], [25]). A subcategory A of a category X is said to be multi- 
re+Tective if for each X-object X there exists a set-indexed source (hi : X+A& such 
that the following properties hold: 
(a) Ai E Ob A for each ic I. 
(b) If f: X+A is an X-morphism with A E Ob A, then there exists a unique i E I 
such that f can be factorized through hi and an A-morphism h : Ai+A, and this 
factorization is unique. 
In this case (hi : X+Ai)! is said to be an A-mufti-reflection of X. 
(2) If E is a class of X-morphisms (closed under composition with isomorphisms) 
and A is a multi-reflective subcategory such that, for each multi-reflection 
(hi : X+Ai)l, hi E E for each k I, then A is said to be multi-E-reflective in X. 
(3) (1291). For each category X, multi-X denotes the category whose objects are 
set-indexed families of X-objects and whose morphisms of (Xi)1 into (q)J are 
couples ((fi),, @) where @ is a map of J into I and, for each je J, fj is an X- 
morphism of Xecj> into 5. 
3.2. Theorem. For a subcategory A of a category X the following are equivalent: 
(i) A is reflective in X. 
(ii) A is both pro-reflective and multi-reflective in X. 
roof. (i) =+ (ii). Clear. 
hi : X*Ai)l is a multi-reflection of an X-object X and f: Ai+Ajg 
-morphism such by the uniqueness conditions in 
3.1(b), i=j and f = IAi. If (rJ : -expansion of X, then for each 
i, j E I there exist Ai, Aj e/i and AA +Ai, fi: AA +Aj such that 
f;: 0 rl, = hi and fj 0 rA, = hi* Let iz be an element of /1 such that A 2’Ai.t A L3Lj. Then 
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fi O PA,Jl O h =hi andfiopAjAorJ = hj. If k is the unique element of I such that there 
exists an A-morphism & : A k -+AA with gk 0 hk = Q, then (j; * PA,A * gk) * hk = hi, 
(fi ~p~,,~ ogk) 0 hk = hj and the two morphisms in parentheses are A-morphisms 
since they are composition of A-morphisms. 
gk 
Thus i = k = j and the multi-reflection (hi : X-+Ai)I has only one element Ai and 
therefore A is reflective in X. 
3.3. Remark. (ii) s(i) of 3.2 can be obtained from Theorem 22 of [3] which says: 
if a functor F : A-+X is final and strongly locally right adjoint, then it is right ad- 
joint. In fact if A is pro-reflective in X then, trivially, the comma category (Xi A) 
is connected for all XE Ob X, i.e. the inclusion functor is final and if A is multi- 
reflective in X, then F is strongly locally right adjoint. 
3.4. Corollary. If (E, M) is a factorization structure for sources in a category X 
which is E-cowellpowered, and which has finite products and multiple pullbacks, 
then for each subcategory A of X which is locally full (i.e. for each A-object A the 
11 in (A 1 X)), the &llo wing are equivalent: 
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(ii) A is closed under the furmation of finite products, multiple pullbacks, and 
the fwrnation of M-subobjects, 
Proof. This follows directly from l&3.2 and the following result [25,2.3]: If (E, M) 
is a factorization structure for sources in a category X that is E-cowellpowered and 
has multiple pullbacks, then a locally full subcategory A of X is multi-E-reflective 
if and only if it is closed under multiple pullbacks and under the formation of M- 
subobjects. 
S.5. Corollary. A full subcategory A of a category X is reflective in X if and only 
if the category pro-A is reflective in pro-X and the category multi-A is reflective in 
multi-X. 
Proof, It is shown in [29) that A is pro-reflective in X if and only if pro-A is reflec- 
tive in pro-X (see also 1141 and [26]) and that A is multi-reflective in X if and only 
if multi-A is reflective in multi-X. 
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